
Klaus Schwab’s WEF Demon Hints At Chilling Future Of Pandemics & Biometric
Surveillance (VIDEO 1 min)

Description

Wondering what the date of this interview was?

Noah Harari is telling you what they want to do, and they were very successful by today’s date 
3/12/ 22 because of the 11-12 months worth of the global needle injection campaigns for half of 
the planet that was lied to and injected. 

 

VIDEO HERE

It was through 1) free will, 2) or forced injections being held down against their will, 3) or being 
forced by threat of job loss, and they received a little something inside their bodies! Noah is 
telling you what they did as the goal, all without telling you the deception of how it was 
implemented. Put two and two together, friends, you got taken. And they will probably going to 
start this up all over again with Ebola he stated. First, let’s talk about what they put inside the 
people regarding this interview, & not an exhaustive list.

So as of today, this very Saturday or Sabbath day, more than 4 Billion people who are still alive 
and many perished have that very technology inside their flesh right now! He warned you!

This is what the 5th Column scientists ( La Quinta Columna.tv) all one word, over at their sites 
and Orwell city.org ( all one word) has been showing you under the microscopic finding 
equipment to see that tiny little self-assembling nanotech data collection of surveillance system 
has been installed into you via the deception of a non-existent “Covid” lie illness. 

There was never a threat, it was to get you to submit your arm to the CORONA- COrdinated 
ROuter Nanotech-network inside you for Chinese Social Credit score paired with the 
forthcoming UBIas digital money for complete and total control and manipulation. A lot more 
could be said.

I recommend you study ( perhaps through Mormon Glenn Beck’s Youtube channel) the issue 
of ESG ( new Environmental, Social and Global Governance compacts/contracts) which pairs 
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with the book of Daniel and Revealation (chapter 12:3-4 and 13 soon) as the predictions from 
GOD regarding this Global Communistic One World Rival Beast Kingdom. Oh yes- The Great 
Reset of the 4th Industrial Revolution, because it utilizes that technology to control and reduce 
the human population. We are rounding to the end. We must be on year 5992 ready to flip over 
to 5993 out of 6000 with only the final 7 years in play. After that, Jesus comes to rule for 1000 
years, and 6000 + 1000 = 7000 years of temporal human history.
Did you know there is an 8th day of eternity coming too? Even an 8th day assembly was fortold 
in Leviticus 23. Ever see the 8 candle sticks or branches of the Mennorah? 

This installed system will provide the perfect leverage to get mankind to reject Jesus the Last 
Adam, in light of the new coming “Adam”- the Antichrist; the AI-enhanced world King & military 
Dictator of the famed warnings in the book of Daniel, Revelation, and Messiah’s own warnings 
in Matthew 24, Mark 13, Luke 17, and 21.

It is set up and soon when the Messiah comes at the end of the Time of the Fullness of the 
Gentiles ( Luke 21; 24), he will glorify his people and give us our freedom and take his church 
out and away ( Rev 12:5, Isaiah 54:1, Gal 4: 27-27, Isaiah 66:8, etc. 

So they are setting up the kingdom within for those who are rejecting his new covenant and all 
the blessings he wishes to give will be cut off and held responsible for their rejection which 
Jesus accepts. So much more could be said but choices have consequences, that time to make 
them is growing very short. Get into the grace covenant with Jesus for sin forgiveness in 1 Cor 
15: 3-4 and tell him by faith you want him to pay for your sins, and that you want to be reborn 
with his Spirit to become his New Creation. John 3:3, 7 and Gal 6:15. He has new flesh coming 
for you soon!

We see clearly where the Evil is in their plan, and I am watching carefully for Autumn’s feast of 
Trumpets and to hear the Shofar of my Lord call his covenant people up, out, away for 
glorification to finish his covenant promise. 
https://jesusplusnothing.com/series/post/FeastOfTrumpets

Please see Rev 10, Ps 2, Daniel 2, 4, 7, and Mathew 24: 32-25 and Luke 21, especially verse 24 
to the end of the chapter. We are about to see the world be rejected into the time of Jacob’s 
Trouble since they rejected the New Covenant in Jesus. And the rich hate filled monsters that 
Noah represents will have their way with you as unrestrained evil along with Lucifer who is 
coming here! Rev 12: 7-9. You want that kingdom of darkness? Or you want Jesus and his good 
kingdom?
Blessings to you,
Teresa
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